In this work, we carry out a series of Brownian diffusion simulations to elucidate the nucleotide importing process through the hexamer pores of HIV-1 capsid. Our simulations reveal the mechanism by which deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) diffuse through the arginine ring, the role of electrostatic potential within the pore in the importing process, and surprisingly, how IP6s and ATPs, though competing with dNTPs for binding at the arginine ring, end up accelerating the nucleotide import rate by thousands of folds so that it is sufficiently high to fuel the encapsidated DNA 1 synthesis. IMPORTANCE: Efficient nucleotide import is critical to fuel the reverse DNA synthesis that takes place within the capsid. However, the mechanism by which capsid imports the nucleotides is presently unclear. The current study through Brownian simulations shed insights into the process. A clear understanding of the mechanism of nucleotide import can be informative in developing drugs that target the process.
Introduction
Much progress has been made in understanding HIV-1 virus and its genome, structure, and life cycle since its first isolation and identification about three and half decades ago 1,2 .
In the area of drug development against the virus, since the first successful clinical trial on AZT (azidothymidine) in 1987 3 , over two dozens of FDA-approved HIV anti-viral drugs have been developed. These drugs function by interfering with the various stages of the viral life cycle, namely cell entry, membrane fusion, reverse transcription, integration to the host genome, maturation of new viral particles, and as such, they fall into several distinct families, namely, (1) entry inhibitors,(2) fusion inhibitors, (3) nucleoside-analog reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NRTIs) or non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs),(4) integrase inhibitors, and (5) protease inhibitors (PIs) 2, 4 . Since presently no vaccine has been developed and there is no cure, these drugs, though presenting significant toxicity and side effects, have to be taken for a life time. Poor adherence leads to drug resistance and consequently there is a continuous need for new drugs, especially those that are long-acting and/or having fewer side effects.
The viral capsid, the protein shell that shields the viral genome upon its release into the host cell's cytoplasm and whose atomic structure was determined recently 5 , plays significant roles in various steps of the viral life cycle 6 . It keeps the viral genome in a closed environment for efficient reverse DNA transcription and protects it from cytosolic nucleases such as cyclic GMP-AMP synthase (cGAS) 7 and three-prime repair exonuclease 1 (TREX1) 8 . The capsid plays a key role also in nuclear entry through binding with nuclear targeting cofactors 9 . It has been long recognized as a potential drug target 9, 10 . However, though a number of small molecule compounds have been shown to be good capsid inhibitors, there currently exists no FDA-approved HIV-1 anti-viral drugs in this family 11 . Fortunately, some of these capsid inhibitors, showing high potential to be effective against a broad range of HIV-1 strains and to be long-acting, are undergoing clinical trials 10, 12 .
In a recent work, the capsid, which is composed over 200 hexamers and 12 pentamers, was proposed to import nucleotides for encaspidated DNA synthesis through its hexamer pores 13 . The authors identified a key structure feature, the positively-charge arginine ring (R18), in the bottle neck of the pore. The concentration of six like charges at the arginine ring creates a destabilizing effect on the capsid on one hand, but helps recruit the negativelycharged nucleotides on the other. One significance of the work is that if the pore indeed is the sole channel for nucleotide import, it could serve as another possible drug target on the capsid. Presumably some inhibitors could be designed to compete for nucleotide binding at the ring and thus cut off the supply line of nucleotides needed for DNA synthesis 13 . This proposed import process however was challenged by a recent work by Mallery et al 14 and many questions regarding the role of hexamer pores and the arginine ring were raised: If the role of the arginine ring is to facilitate dNTP import, how does it survive the competition of other polyanions such as ATP or IP6 that is either more abundant (ATP) or has a stronger binding affinity to the ring (IP6)? Can the pore distinguish between between ATP and dNTP? Are ATPs, whose concentrations are over 100 folds higher than dNTPs, competitors for dNTP recruitment through the pores? It is naturally expected that the presence of ATP should slow down the dNTP transport, and yet the authors found that "Surprisingly, even at a 100-fold excess of ATP over dNTPs, not only did ATP fail to inhibit ERT but it actually increased the quantity of measured transcripts" 14 . Why? ATP's effect on ERT (encapsidated reverse transcription) was found to be dose-dependent and that "ATP only promoted ERT at concentrations of dNTPs < 100 mM" 14 . How to explain this dose-dependence? Moreover, if the pore is designed to facilitate the transport of compounds with negative charges, then it should be able import compounds with negative charges more efficiently than those without. Particularly, the negatively-changed nucleotide-based reverse transcription inhibitors (NRTIs) should be able to enter the capsid more easily than nonnucleoside reverse-transcriptase inhibitors (NNRTIs). However, the authors found that the pores were able to import both inhibitors equally well. Lastly, Mallery et al. 14 found that polyanions such as ATPs and IP6s, when bound at the R18 ring, have a significant effect in stabilizing the capsid. Therefore, the arginine ring may have a dual role: one is to regulate the stability of the capsid through interacting with some pocket factor such as IP6 14 , the other is for nucleotide import. The two roles seem to be at odds with each other and needs to be reconciled, or, is there an alternative route into the capsid? The authors stated, "The fact that high concentrations of either ATP or IP6, which would be competitors with dNTPs for pore binding, increase rather than decrease ERT efficiency argues against the R18 pore being essential for nucleotide import." 14 In this work, we present a series of Brownian simulation studies that answer most of these questions. Particularly, we are able to reconcile the dual role of the arginine ring. We are able to explain why IP6/ATP, though being strong competitors with dNTP binding, still ends up accelerating dNTP import rate by thousands of folds and consequently the rate of ERT.
Our diffusion simulations are inspired by Kornberg and Levitt and coworkers' diffusion model of the nucleotides 15 , in which the authors were able to use a diffusion model to understand how nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) reach the active center of RNA ploymerase II through a funnel-shaped chamber and a narrow negatively-charge pore. The simulations provided significant insights into the process itself, the roles of several factors such as pore topography, electrostatics, and NTP interactions, and how the binding at the E site helps enhance the rate of transcription 15 .
In this work, we employ a similar Brownian diffusion model to understand the dNTP importing process through the hexamer pores of HIV-1 capsid. The topography of the hexamer pore also is funnel shaped, with a narrow opening in the center of the arginine ring. Our simulations reveal how nucleotides may diffuse through the arginine ring and surprisingly, how IP6 and ATP, though competing with nucleotides for binding at the arginine ring, accelerate the nucleotide import process. We provide also quantitative estimations of the diffusion rates and link them to the rates known from experiments.
Methods

The hexmer pore and it surrounding electrostatic potential
To understand the diffusion process of dNTPs through a capsid hexamer, we use one of the hexamer structures found in the atomic capsid structure 3J3Q 5 . Since our focus here is to understand how dNTP diffuse through the arginine ring and since most hairpins take an open conformation in general 16 , we select the seventh hexamer in 3J3Q since its hairpins are in a wide open conformation.
The electrostatic potential created by the hexamer is computed using the APBS software 17 , which solves the Possion-Boltzmann equation using the finite-element method. To this end, the convenient PDB/PQR web server 18 is first used to generate a PQR (protein charge radius) file (hex7.pqr) and an input file (hex7.in), both of which are needed by the APBS software. The APBS software 17 then computes the electrostatic potential around the hexamer and saves it in a discrete format, in a 3-D grid. The grid space is set by the PDB/PQR server 18 and in our case is about 0.5Å in all dimensions. The computation is done using an ionic strength (NaCl) of 0.15 M, a solvent dielectric constant of 78.54, and a protein dielectric constant of 2. We name this potential φ hex .
The electrostatic potential upon IP6 binding. In addition to the potential of the hexamer, we compute also the electrostatic potential of the hexamer in complex with IP6.
IP6 is modeled as an ion with a net charge of -6 and a radius of 5Å and is placed 5Å above the arginine ring. This charge-radius information is attached to the hex7.pqr file and the potential is recomputed. We name this potential φ complex . The nucleotide on the other hand has a net charge of -4 units and is given a radius of 3.5Å 15 .
The interaction between IP6 and dNTP
Most of our simulations are about the diffusion of a single dNTP particle under the influence of an electrostatic potential field within the hexamer pore, either with (φ complex ) or without (φ hex ) the influence of the IP6.
One of the simulations, on the other hand, is about the diffusion of both a dNTP and an IP6 (two moving particles). The interaction force F(r) (in the units of Kcal/mol/Å) between them takes the following form:
where r is the dielectric constant and is set to 78.54 for solvent, r (r) is the distance vector (distance) between dNTP and IP6, q 1 and q 2 are the amount of charges of dNTP and IP6
respectively. The distance r is inÅ. Note that this interaction implicitly takes into account the effect of solvent, but not the ions in the solvent. Ions, metal ions particularly, are likely to form complexes with dNTP and IP6 and thus may reduce the strength of their interaction.
However, this effect is not considered here. The contributions of ions are considered though in the computations of potentials φ hex and φ complex .
Brownian Simulations
Inspired by the work by Kornberg, Levitt and co-workers 15 , we simulate the Brownian motions of dNTP (and IP6 too in one scenario) within the capsid hexamer pore in order to understand the importing process.
To facilitate the simulation and capture the key essence of the import process, we ignore the dynamics of the hexamer and treat it as a static structure. We model the influence of the hexamer on the diffusion of the nucleotide through its electrostatic potential. In other words, dNTP makes Brownian motions within the pore under the influence of the electrostatic potential of the hexamer.
The Brownian simulations are carried out by employing the following Langevin stochastic differential equations:
where (x(t), y(t), z(t)) represents the coordinates the simulated particle at time t. φ (either φ hex or φ complex ) is the electrostatic potential, D is the diffusion coefficient of the nucleotide and is set to be 75 µm 2 /s 15 , γ = kT /D where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. dt is the time step is set to be 12.5 ps in all our simulations. randN represents a random number sampled from a standard normal distribution.
Boltzmann Distribution
Boltzmann distribution is a probability distribution according to the energy of states that a particle may occupy:
where p i , g i , E i are the probability, degeneracy, and energy of state i respectively. k is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature.
Results
Here, we perform Brownian simulations to understand the diffusion process of deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) through the capsid hexamer's R18 pore. Through performing realistic diffusion simulations, we aim to understand what determines the rate of dNTPs entering into the capsid. What is the role of IP6 or other nucleotides in dNTPs' diffusion process? We aim to obtain a quantitative understanding of their roles and to link the simulation results with rates known from experiments.
3.1
The potential field in and around the pore . The side view, where the ordinate axis is the pore axis, shows the potential within a vertical cross section of the hexamer that passes through the central pore axis. The arginine ring is near the origin, around which it is seen that there is a narrow passage that a nucleotide can pass through. The contour of the protein chains (only chains C and F are shown) are drawn using a probe sphere of radius 3.5Å, the size of a nucleotide 15 . The size of this passage will vary as the protein chains fluctuate. There is a chamber right above that arginine ring as pointed out by Jacques et al. 13 , which is about 25Å deep and has a volume of over 3,000Å 3 13 . There is an opening at the top the chamber at the location about 25Å above the arginine ring. This is where the hairpins locate. As a result of the motions of the hairpins, the hairpin pore can open and close 13, 16 . Presently in this figure the hairpins are in an open conformation. The space below the arginine ring represents the interior of the capsid. The potential contour ( Fig. 1(A) ) shows also that there is no other significant local energy minimum within the hexamer pore besides the one at the arginine ring. This means, once passing through the arginine ring, a nucleotide would diffuse freely into the interior of the capsid. The potential is computed using an isolated hexamer. The potential and the free space outside and around the hexamer should be ignored as it is inaccessible for hexamers within a capsid. Fig. 1(B) shows the potential within a horizontal cross section of the hexamer, in a plane that is 10Å above the arginine ring, where the pore has the largest cross section. The central region of this top view represents a horizontal cross section of the chamber and shows the potential with it. Overall, the hexamer is positively charged within the pore (in blue), but negatively charged outside and around (in red).
The potential at the arginine ring is about -5.5 kT per one negative unit charge. For nucleotides that carry 4 negative charges, it would have to cross an energy barrier that is as high as 22 kT before entering capsid interior.
As will be shown next, the potential shown here, especially that within the pore, greatly influences the diffusion process of the nucleotides, in a fashion mathematically described in Eq. 4. Particularly, one significant consequence of this potential field is that it effects a deep energy well around the arginine ring (the blue region in the center of the figure) and thus a high concentration of nucleotides, which means that a given nucleotide, once bound to the arginine ring, will find it nearly impossible to diffuse away by itself, but rather be confined to a small region near the arginine ring. As will shown later, this extremely high concentration serves to greatly facilitate the diffusion of the nucleotide through the narrow hole/passage in the middle of the arginine ring.
Brownian motions and Boltzmann distributions
In the following, we perform Brownian motion simulations of the diffusion process of dNTP through the R18 pore. For easy visualization of the diffusion process, we first perform the diffusion simulation in 2-D, letting dNTP diffuse under the influence of the potential shown in Figure 1 (A). We confine the dNTP diffusion to this 2D plane. We will then extend this simulation to the actual 3-D space. Figure 2 shows the diffusion process of the dNTP. Under the influence of the potential, the nucleotide, initially placed at about 20 angstroms above the arginine ring, is quickly pulled towards the arginine ring and stays there through the rest of the simulation (black trajectory). The simulation lasts 10,000 steps. In contrast, also shown in the figure is the diffusion of dNTP without the influence of the electrostatic potential. As expected, it eventually diffuses away from the hexamer (trajectory in red). Figure 3 shows the Brownian simulation in 3D. The nucleotide is initially placed at 20Å above the arginine ring. As the same as in 2D (Fig. 2 , the nucleotide is quickly pulled towards the arginine ring and get trapped in that region afterwards.
To verify that the simulation results are correct, we plot the probability distributions of dNTP along the pore axis as a result of the simulations and compare them with the expected equilibrium Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 5, where g i is set as 1). It is seen that there is a good agreement between the distributions from Brownian motions and the Boltzmann distribution.
The small difference between the them reflects the actual topography of the chamber and variations of the potential within the chamber. The Boltzmann distribution (in red) does not take the geometry of the pore into account and uses only the potential along the pore axis. In all three distributions, it is clearly seen that there is a high concentration of dNTP at around the arginine ring, which is located near the origin.
High concentration around the arginine ring facilitates nucleotide translocation
The translocation of a nucleotide through the arginine ring could have been a challenging process. However, due to the deep potential well, a nucleotide, once bound to the arginine ring, is confined to a small vicinity around the arginine ring (see Figures 2, 3, and 4 ). Due to this high concentration at around the arginine ring, the diffusion or translocation through the arginine ring is greatly favored than retreating back or moving in any other direction.
In other words, the potential in the chamber not only help recruit nucleotides by guiding them to where the opening of the ring is (which is at the center of the arginine ring), but also facilitates its diffusion through the narrow opening by confining the nucleotide within the vicinity of the opening.
Furthermore, the translocation should be facilitated by the swinging motions of the arginine side chains 16 . The arginine side chains are capable to bind and translocate the bound nucleotide for a downward movement for as much as 12Å 16 .
The problem of release
While the deep potential well at the arginine ring plays an important role in attracting nucleotides and facilitating their crossing through the arginine ring, it poses also a problem:
the problem of release. How can a bound nucleotide escape from such a deep well? Without outside help, the release rate would be too slow to fuel the reverse DNA synthesis going on inside the capsid.
Due to the attractive potential leading to the arginine ring, it was observed that nucleotides can arrive at the arginine ring at a diffusion-limited rate 13 , which is about 10 10 M −1 s −1 15 .
Kinetics of interaction by stopped-flow and steady-state affinities showed the nucleotides had an on rate of about 10 9 M −1 s −1 13 . Since dNTP has a cytosolic concentration of about 10-15 micro molar 14 , or about 100 fold less than that of ATP (which is at a concentration of 1-1.5 mM 14, 15 ), the reaction rate k = k on ×[dNTP] = 10 4 − 10 5 s −1 . That is, nucleotides arrive at the arginine ring at a rate of 10 4 to 10 5 per second. Figure 5 shows the potential profile along the pore axis. The potential is computed in the same way as what is shown in Fig. 1, using Therefore, a nucleotide must have received outside help for a faster release from the arginine ring into the capsid interior. We hypothesize that the binding of the next nucleotide (dNTP or ATP) or an IP6 should greatly accelerate the release rate.
IP6 facilitates the disassociation of dNTP from the arginine ring
To test the above hypothesis, we recompute the potential within the pore with a nucleotide or an IP6 binding at above the arginine ring using the APBS software (see Fig. 5 ). As an approximation, IP6 is represented by a sphere of radius 5Å and with 6 units of negative charge and is place at 5Å above the arginine ring. (Similarly, the nucleotide is modeled as a sphere of radius 3.5Å and with 4 units of negative charge and is placed at 3.5Å above the arginine ring. In this model, there is no distinction between ATP and dNTP).
With the help of IP6, the barrier height to cross before entering the interior of the capsid is reduced from 22 kT to 5 kT with IP6 binding and 16 kT with ATP/dNTP binding (see Figure 5 . The rate is thus increased by about e 17 = 10 7 fold, to 1,000 per second with IP6 binding, which is sufficiently fast for DNA synthesis. With ATP/dNTP binding, the rate is increased by about 10 3 fold, to 0.1 per second. Since there are hundreds of hexamers on the capsid, the total rate will be further increased by one or two orders, probably making it fast enough for DNA synthesis (which uses 1.1 nucleotides per second 19 ).
In summary, the binding of the next nucleotide accelerates the release rate of bound nucleotide from the arginine ring by about a thousand fold. The binding of IP6 has an even greater impact, increasing the release rate by millions of fold. Figure 6 shows the diffusion process of a nucleotide under the new potential with IP6.
The simulation is stopped when the nucleotide reaches 30Å below the arginine ring. The trajectory of the nucleotide is shown in black. The presence of an IP6 at the arginine ring greatly lows the energy barrier that the nucleotide has to cross in order to enter into the interior of the capsid, as shown in Figure 6 .
Estimate the release time and simulation steps needed. In the following we estimate the amount of time needed for a nucleotide bound at the arginine ring to break away and diffuse to a distance about 30Å below the arginine ring.
According to the Fick's second law of diffusion, the approximate time required to reach a distance of r is: t = r 2 6D = 30 2 /(0.0075 * 6) = 900/0.045 = 2.0 × 10 4 ps,
where D = 0.0075Å 2 /ps is the diffusion coefficient of the nucleotide 15 . Because of the steric restriction provided by the hexamers, the downward diffusion should be accelerated by a few folds. On the other hand, the energy barrier height between the bound state at the arginine ring and the capsid interior is about 1.3 kT/(-e) (see Figure 5 ). Considering the four units of negative charge of the nucleotide, this amounts to a barrier height 1.3 × 4 = 5.2 kT. This will slow the diffusion process by e 5.2 = 180 fold. So the total diffusion time will be about 10 4 × 10 2 = 10 6 ps, or 1 µs. The simulation step size is 12.5ps. Therefore the number of simulation steps needed will be on the order of 10 5 steps.
The actual simulation steps of the 3-D Brownian simulation shown in Figure 6 is 103,827 steps, which is in good agreement with the above estimation.
The dual role of IP6. Therefore, we conclude that IP6 should have a dual role at the arginine ring: it not only serves to stabilize the capsid 14 but also plays a key role in facilitating dNTP release from their binding at the arginine ring. Even if we take into account of the fact that IP6 competes for arginine ring binding and reduces the on rate of nucleotide binding, its binding at the arginine ring over-compensates the reduction in on rate by increasing the off rate of the nucleotides by millions of fold. As a result, IP6 still significantly accelerates dNTP import. This solves and explains the puzzle why the rate of nucleotide import, instead of being reduced, increased significantly in the presence of IP6 14 .
What displaces IP6?
So far we have seen that the binding of the next nucleotide facilitates the disassociation of a dNTP from the arginine ring (Fig. 5 ). The effectiveness of an IP6 in facilitating the disassociation is even greater, probably due to its more planar geometry that should align better with that of the arginine ring and the extra negative charges it carries. Indeed, IP6 was shown to bind to the ring substantially stronger and stabilize the capsid at much lower concentrations than ATP 14 , and most probably, than dNTP as well. So a natural follow-up question is, once an IP6 is tightly bound to the ring, what helps displace it, even if just temporarily, so that the pore may be used for transporting other cargos such as dNTPs, ATPs, NNRTIs, NRTIs, etc.?
Our hypothesis is that the stochastic Brownian motions of nucleotides (ATP or dNTP)
can facilitate the displacement of IP6 from its binding at the arginine ring in the same fashion as they do to the nucleotides, though it will probably take a longer time to displace an IP6 since it has a stronger binding affinity with the arginine ring. To test this hypothesis, we run a Brownian simulation with both a nucleotide (ATP/dNTP) and an IP6. The Brownian motions of the two particles are influenced by the potential field created by the hexamer as shown in Figure 1 . The interaction between the nucleotide and the IP6 is through a standard electrostatic interaction using a dielectric constant of 78.54 (Eq. 1). IP6 is modeled as a sphere of radius 5.0Åfor easy Brownian simulations. It six negative charges however are not placed at the center of the sphere but distributed at the vertices of a regular hexagon horizontally placed within the sphere. The side length of the hexagon is 4.2Å, the average distance between neighboring phosphate groups within an IP6. Initially, the IP6 is placed at 5Å above the arginine ring, while the nucleotide is placed at 15Å below the arginine ring.
The simulation terminates when either the nucleotide or IP6 exits from the top or from the bottom (into the interior of the capsid). The simulation lasts nearly 1 million time steps (or 12.5 µs). Figure 7 shows the trajectories of the nucleotide (in blue) and the IP6 (in black) as a function of time, particularly their coordinates along the pore axis. During the process, both the nucleotide and IP6 seem to make transition between two states. Fig. 8 shows the histogram distributions of the nucleotide and IP6's displacements along the pore axis. There appear to be two distinct states for both the nucleotide and IP6. For the nucleotide, one state is mostly below the arginine, the other is about 10Å above the arginine ring. The former clearly corresponds the energy well below the arginine ring in the presence of IP6 as seen in Figure 5 . The latter corresponds to an energy well above the ring, again resulting from the net effect of the IP6's potential and the potential within the pore by the hexamer.
Similarly, the potential within the pore by the hexamer and the potential generated by the nucleotide create two energy wells for IP6: one of which is about 5Å above the ring, which is the binding state for IP6, while the other state is 10Å above the ring. That both the nucleotide and IP6 have a state at 10Å above the ring also coincides with the fact that the chamber has the largest cross section at this distance above the ring, as shown in Fig. 1 .
The time evolution of the trajectories of the nucleotide and IP6 (Figure 7) shows that the two particles go through several distinct stages, as labeled by letters A-F in the bottom of Figure 7 . From the figure we see also that when the nucleotide is at its first state below the ring (stage A), IP6 switches between its two states frequently. When the nucleotide makes a transition (stage B) from below the ring to above the ring and reaches to its other state above the ring (stage C), IP6 occupies nearly exclusively its lower, biding state at the ring. At the end of stage C, the nucleotide makes another transition (stage D) and moves from above the ring to below the ring, where it stays for an extended period of time (stage E). Then it leaves the energy well below the ring again. The difference is this time it moves downwards and enters into the interior of the capsid (stage F). Once the nucleotide has moved downward into the interior, IP6 stays exclusively in the binding state right above the ring (see Figure 7 , stage F, and also Fig. 3 ). Fig. 9 shows the corresponding 3-D trajectories of the nucleotide and IP6 at these six stages (stages A-F). For clarity, only the heavy atoms of two protein chains (chains A and D) of the hexamer are shown and they are represented by red circles. The trajectory of the the nucleotide is in blue while that of IP6 is in black. It is seen that at stage (A) the nucleotide indeed stays below the ring. At stage (B) it moves up to above the ring. It can do this because at this time IP6 has left its biding state temporarily due to the repulsion by the nucleotide and moved up in the chamber (see Fig 9(B) ). Fig 9(C) shows that there is a stage when both particles are in the chamber. As aforementioned, the chamber above the arginine ring (Figure 1 ) is large and is over 3,000Å 3 in volume 13 and probably can host several nucleotides and/or IP6s at a time. Though our simulations shows only the interplay of two particles (a nucleotide and an IP6), the displacement of the IP6 from the arginine ring by the nucleotide and how they repel each other in the chamber as shown in stage (C) probably creates opportunities for other cargos such as other nucleotides, NNRTIs, NRTIs, etc. to utilize the pore for transport. Therefore, though IP6 binds to the arginine more strongly than ATP or dNTP, it does not bind there all the time nor block the transport route. (Fig. 9 ) is a extremely similar to (A), which is expected. This difference is that at the end of stage (E), the nucleotide moves downward and takes a trek into the interior of the capsid.
In the above Brownian simulation, IP6 is modeled as a sphere with a radius of 5.0Å and a diffusion coefficient of 0.0075Å 2 /ps. Brownian simulations of non-spherical objects are much more difficult and thus are not considered in the present study. The presence of ions also influence the diffusion behaviors 20 . However, the effects of ions are not considered except when computing the potential field generated by the hexamer using the APBS software.
Regarding binding energy, only electrostatics is considered. This is a rough estimate. The actual binding energy may be stronger and the diffusion coefficient may be reduced also after the binding. As a result, the actual process of displacing IP6 may take a longer time. Nevertheless, the principle seen here, that the diffusion of the nucleotides and their interactions with IP6 greatly facilitates the displacement of IP6 or vice versa, should still hold.
Discussion
In this work, we present Brownian simulations of the diffusion process of deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) through the R18 pores of HIV-1 capsid. The simulations provide a clear explanation of how the positive charges at the arginine ring help recruit nucleotides and cause them to arrive at the arginine ring at a near diffusion-limited rate. Our computational analysis reveals also that without outside help, a bound nucleotide would break off from the arginine ring and diffuse into the interior of the capsid at a rate of only 10 −4 per second, which is far too slow to fuel the reverse DNA synthesis inside the capsid. Therefore, a bound nucleotide must have received outside help for its release from the arginine ring.
The dual role of IP6 at the arginine ring. Our simulations of the nucleotide diffusion in the presence of IP6 uncovers a novel role of IP6. IP6 plays a key role in the stabilization of the capsid 14 . Specifically, the presence of IP6 increased the viral stability from minutes to hours and ERT efficiency by about a hundred folds 14 . The authors attributed this increase in ERT activity to the increased stability 14 . In this work, we demonstrate that, besides increasing viral stability, IP6 also significantly accelerates the release rate of nucleotides from the arginine ring. The identification of this second role explains a number of puzzling facts that could not be well explained by using the stability theory alone, such as why IP6 or ATP, as a much stronger competitor for arginine ring binding, does not block out ERT activity altogether.
The sequential binding-induced release mechanism of nucleotide import by HIV-1 capsid. In the absence of IP6, it would take a second incoming nucleotide's binding to the pore to displace the first bound dNTP into the capsid interior, employing a sequential binding-induced release mechanism, or a nucleotide-induced nucleotide release (NINR) mechanism (see the schematic representation of the process in Scheme 1). The core nature of this mechanism is obviously physical and electrostatic, not through biochemical properties of ATP such as its hydrolysis, but through their charges. Therefore it is expected that other polyanions should have similar effects in increasing ERT efficiency if they are present in the system at a similar concentration. Evidence supporting this hypothesis is that ATPγS, an ATP analog that carries the same charge as ATP, was found to produce a similar increase in ERT efficiency 14 .
The sequential binding-induced release mechanism of HIV-1 capsid provides an effective way to import the nucleotides. It resembles to some extent the calcium-induced calcium release (CICR) 21, 22 mechanism employed in cells to accelerate calcium propagation.
Why are pores not clogged by IP6? IP6 binds to the arginine ring substantially stronger than nucleotides and yet it does not block the pore from transporting other molecular cargos. Our simulations explain why this can be the case. Scheme 2 (also Fig. 9) shows how IP6 may be displaced from the arginine ring due to the diffusion and repulsion of nucleotides. Its displacement, even if just temporarily, opens the pore to be used by other cargos. This displacement should be mostly caused by ATP instead of dNTP since the former is about 100 times more abundant than the latter 14 . In other words, the constant flow (diffusion) of ATPs in and out of the capsid should cause IP6 to be displaced from time to time, opening up the pores for other particles to diffuse through.
Why is ATP's effect in improving ERT efficiency dose-dependent? IP6 and ATP were thought to compete with dNTP for binding at the capsid hexamers and it was puzzling why IP6 or ATP binding did not hinder nucleotide import but rather accelerated it. Our work provides an explanation. It shows that IP6, though indeed competes for binding at the R18 pores and reduces the availability of pores for dNTP import and thus its on rate, its binding helps accelerate the off rate of nucleotides by such a large number of folds that it sufficiently offsets the reduction it causes in the availability of pores. ATP, on the other hand, is comparable to dNTP, both having a much weaker binding affinity to the arginine ring than IP6. Therefore, it is expected that ATP's effect in accelerating dNTP off rate and consequently ERT's efficiency is dose-dependent (Figure 2c in Ref. 14) , since higher ATP concentrations increase the on rate of ATP and thus the release rate (off rate) of dNTP (Scheme 1). It is expected also that when dNTP concentration reaches to a high enough level, it can assist its own release sufficiently (Scheme 1) and the presence of ATP should not make a difference. This indeed was found to be the case: that ATP helps only when the concentrations of dNTPs is below 100 µM (Figure 2f in Ref. 14) . ring." However, they found that the pore were able to import both inhibitors equally well,
showing no preference for one over the other 14 . This was puzzling. Our diffusion simulations explain how NNRTIs and NRTIs can share the same pore and have similar rates in passing through the arginine ring and entering into the capsid. The NNRTIs, though without a triphosphate that binds to the R18 ring and as a result having a much lower on rate than NRTIs do, can diffuse thorough the arginine ring nearly effortlessly since they face no high energy barrier in entering into the capsid interior that NRTIs have to cross. As illustrated in Fig. 2 One possible explanation is that the concentration of IP4 was not high enough. IP6
binds to the arginine ring much more strongly than ATP and can stabilize the capsid at a much lower concentration 14 . IP4 is significantly different from IP6, since it carries only four units of negative charges instead of six. Consequently, IP4 may bind and stabilize the capsid in a similar strength to that of ATP. Since ATP's improvement in ERT efficiency is dose-dependent and is minimal when in a similar concentration to dNTP, we predict that IP4's improvement in ERT also should be dose-dependent. In order for IP4 to accelerate ERT as noticeably as ATP did, we predict that it would need a similar concentration to that of ATP (about 1 mM), which is much higher than that of IP6 (about 50 µM 24 ). And we call for interested experimentalists to carry out this validation.
The role of hairpins. HIV-1 capsid has hairpins that were thought to undergo iris motions that gate the opening 13 . However, structural analysis of a full capsid structure indicated that the hairpin motions are uncorrelated and stochastic 16 . Seeing the similarity between the hexamer pores on the capsid and the nuclear pore complex (NPC) on a cell's nucleus, it is tempting to hypothesize that the hairpins should play a similar role to some of what nucleoporins do at the entrance of NPC, namely, making rapid uncorrelated Brownian motions.
For NPC, such swinging motions deflect large molecules away from the pore by frequent collisions while small molecules can slip by 25 . The role of the hairpins may be quite similar.
Additionally, they may help reduce the escape rate of dNTPs back to cytoplasm 16 . The electrostatic potential within and around the hexamer pore, in the side view (A) and the top view (B). The structure used here is the seventh hexamer in structure 3J3Q 5 . Figure 2 .
Figure Legends
The diffusion trajectories of dNTP with (in black) and without (in red) the influence of the electrostatic potential within the pore. dNTP is quickly pulled towards the arginine and is trapped thereafter in the presence of the potential, but diffuse away in its absence.
Figure 3.
A 3D Brownian diffusion of dNTP within the pore. Similar to the 2D simulation shown in The potential profiles along the pore axis with IP6 (in red) or ATP (in black) binding at the arginine ring, or without. IP6 or ATP binding greatly lowers the potential barrier for dNTP to escape, with IP6 having a greater effect than ATP. Figure 6 .
The release of nucleotide in the presence of IP6. The binding of IP6 greatly lowers the barrier height (see Figure 5 ) that a nucleotide has to cross in order to diffuse into the interior of the capsid. The blue line shows the Brownian trajectory of the nucleotide. The simulation lasted 103,827 steps, or 1.3 µs. Figure 7 .
The locations of the nucleotide (blue) and IP6 (black) along the pore axis as a function of time. Each time step is 12.5 ps. Figure 8 .
The probability distributions of the nucleotide and IP6 along the pore axis according to one
Brownian simulation that lasts about 12 µs. The distributions show that both the nucleotide and IP6 have two states. The nucleotide has a state below the arginine ring (on the negative side of the abscissa axis) and a state above the arginine ring (on the positive side of the abscissa axis). Both states of IP6 are within the chamber above the arginine ring: one is at the binding position near the ring while the other is at about 10Å above the ring, where the pore has the largest cross section (see Fig. 1 ). Figure 9 .
The diffusion of a nucleotide displaces IP6 from its binding at the arginine ring. Panels A-F shows the Brownian trajectories of the nucleotide (in blue) and IP6 (in black) at different stages (A-F) of the simulation process as labeled in Fig. 7 .
Scheme 1.
The nucleotide-induced nucleotide release (NINR) mechanism of nucleotide import by HIV-1 capsid. The incoming of next nucleotide (labeled as NTP) facilitates the displacement of the first nucleotide (also labeled as NTP) from its tight binding at the arginine ring, as shown in panels A-C. The process efficiently produces a constant flux of nucleotides into the capsid. 
